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Abstract: Managed aquifer recharge operations are often conducted in near-bank areas to regulate
water resources or reduce seawater intrusion. Yet little is known about the influence of surface
water level fluctuations at different temporal scales on MAR performance. A generalized conceptual
model was developed based on an investigation site in Western China as a basis to simulate the
response surface water level fluctuations on the water table, artificially recharged water lens (formed
by the artificially recharged water), groundwater flow paths and average travel times (which is an
important control on how quickly contaminants are flushed out of aquifers), and the discharge of
the artificially recharged aquifer during the surface water level fluctuation. The results showed a
fluctuating groundwater table in the artificially recharged near-bank aquifer under the influence of
surface water level fluctuations. The peak values of the increment of the groundwater table induced
by artificial recharge decreased with the increase of the period and amplitude of surface water level
fluctuation, but the trough values of the increment of water table increases with that. The penetration
depth of surface water into the aquifer with a fluctuating surface water level leads to a decreasing
increment of the groundwater table which follows a power law. The fluctuating surface water level
leads to dynamic changes of artificially recharged water lens morphology and a thinner artificially
recharged water lens. A mixing zone of recharged water and ambient water could be found in the
artificially recharged near-bank area, which is expected to lead to modifications in the geochemical
conditions in the artificially recharged near-bank aquifer. A longer period of surface water level
fluctuation leads to a longer average travel time, but the larger penetration depth of surface water
and amplitude lead to a shorter average travel time. The peak discharge of the near-bank aquifer was
found to decrease with the period of surface water level fluctuation, but it increases with penetration
depth and amplitude. This study is important in providing insights into the performance of near-bank
managed aquifer recharge with respect to surface water level fluctuation.
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Managed aquifer recharge (MAR) is an effective method of increasing the quantities of
groundwater resources by capturing seasonally or intermittently available excess surface
water artificially [1,2], which has been implemented in many regions around the word,
such as the United States [3], Australia [4,5], Europe [6], China [1] and elsewhere. MARs
are conducted to augment groundwater resources in arid and semi-arid areas [1], reducing
seawater intrusion [7] and land subsidence [8]. For example, MARs are needed in some
regions of the arid areas in western China to regulate water resources because the surface
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water is mostly recharged by precipitation and melt water from ice and snow and floods
always occurs in spring and summer, while drought occurs in autumn and winter [1,9].
Apart from suitability based on soil properties, the feasibility of MARs is always governed
by source water. Thus, MARs are often constructed in rivers’ near-bank areas [10–13] to
enhance groundwater quantity where they can reduce the diversion cost of source water
that is used for artificial recharge. Similarly, MAR systems have also been constructed in
near-shore areas in order to reduce sea-water intrusion. However, surface water levels
(SWLs) are typically subject to large temporal variations on different timescales due to
natural drivers and anthropogenic interference [14–17], and the performance of near-bank
MARs subject to surface water level fluctuations has received little attention.
Groundwater over-extraction and depletion associated with economic development,
population growth, increasing urbanization and irrigation affects many countries, and has
induced a series of indirect environmental geological problems, e.g., land subsidence and
sea water intrusion, during the past few decades [18–20]. Thus, MARs are increasingly
promoted as an effective way to replenish aquifers through various approaches such
as e.g., aquifer storage and recovery (ASR) [10], aquifer storage transfer and recovery
(ASTR) [21], infiltration basins and injection wells [5,22], vadose zone infiltration wells [2],
and streambed channel modifications [23]. In the past, most MAR studies were conducted
to investigate the clogging of wells and aquifers [24,25], efficiency of artificial recharge [2],
recovery efficiency (RE) [26] and groundwater quality changes [10]. These studies typically
used physical experiments, numerical simulations and/or field investigations in which
static surface water boundary conditions were normally considered.
Traditionally, the investigations on groundwater dynamics and SW–GW (surface water
and ground water) interactions in response to surface water level fluctuations fall under
two categories, that is the groundwater flow and mass transport driven by sea water level
and the interaction of GW–SW in inland zones. Much more attention has been given to the
groundwater flow and associated mass transport in response to sea water level variations in
near-shore zones. Including low-frequency tides and high frequency waves [16,27–34]. All
these studies showed that a water table driven by sea level fluctuations is asymmetrical with
a quick rising phase and slow falling phase in both confined and unconfined aquifers [17].
For example, Yu et al. [35] showed the response of seawater intrusion and seawater retreat
to the inland water table variations was affected by tidal conditions. Geng et al. [36] showed
the spreading coefficient of the solute plume in a beach aquifer shows a very dynamic
response to tides. When compared with near-shore zones, the SW–GW interactions driven
by surface water fluctuations in inland zones have been relatively less considered and
few studies have examined hyporheic exchange and groundwater hydraulic subjected to
flood pulses [37–40]. These studies demonstrated that the groundwater pressure induced
by flood pulse lagged with the distance from the stream due to soil damping, which
can enhance the water and transport of solutes flux between stream and aquifer [40–42].
Sensitivity analysis of stream–aquifer exchanges to in-stream water level fluctuations has
been investigated by Baratelli et al. [43], which showed the importance of accounting
for river stage fluctuations in the modelling of regional hydro-systems. Modelling from
Gu et al. [44] demonstrated that high biogeochemical activities occurred at the near-stream
riparian zone during stage fluctuation, which has been verified through field observations.
The specific objectives of this paper are to examine groundwater flow behavior under
the influence of both artificial recharge through injection wells and fluctuating SWL using
numerical simulation-based site investigations. Based on the numerical model outputs, the
effects of SWL fluctuations on the water table, artificially recharged water lens, groundwater
flow paths and travel times of artificially recharged water, and the discharge of the near
bank aquifer to surface water were analyzed and quantified using regression models.

after a mountain pass (Figure 1). The groundwater table falls continuously due to groundwater over-extraction and a MAR is needed in this agricultural district. The catchment
area of Jing River Basin is 45,421 km2, and the average annual runoff is 2.14 billion m3. The
maximum peak discharge is more than 9000 m3 s−1, while the minimum dry season discharge is less than 1 m3 s−1, showing the rapidly rising and rapidly falling surface 3water
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levels in a hydrological year. Figure 2 depicts the variation of surface water level measured by the Zhangjiashan hydrometric station from 1 January 2006 to 31 December 2014,
in which the significant temporal variability of water level with different frequencies can
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the slug tests were conducted at different locations.
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the corresponding numerical model based on Feflow [45] was established to simulate variably
saturated pore-water flow in an unconfined near-bank aquifer subjected to surface water
level fluctuations (Figure 3a). The Richards equation describing the groundwater flow
simulated in the Feflow code is shown as below.
sS0

∂s
∂h
+ε + ∇×q = Q + QEOB
∂t
∂t
q = −kr K f µ ×(∇h+χ e)

(1)
(2)

where s is the saturation of fluid in the void space ε [1], S0 is the specific storage coefficient
(L−1 ), h is the hydraulic head (L), t is time (T), ε is the porosity (void space) [1], ∇ is
the nabla (vector) operator (L−1 ), q is the Darcy velocity of fluid (L T−1 ), Q is the bulk
source/sink term of flow (L3 T−1 ), QEOB is the correction sink/source term of the extended
Oberbeck–Boussinesq approximation (T−1 ), kr is the relative permeability [1], K is the
tensor of hydraulic conductivity [LT−1 ], f µ is the viscosity relation function [1], χ is the
buoyancy coefficient [1], and e is the gravitational unit vector [1].

tigations. Thus, a sinusoidal fluctuating surface water level [16,46,47] was applied to the
boundary AF as the forcing condition in the model, which is shown as below.
h t =hMSL +Asin(ωt)
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respectively.
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flow in the artificially recharged aquifer driven by the actual surface water level fluctuations
in the field site, but to quantify the influences of the period and amplitude of the fluctuating
3. Results
surface
water level on the groundwater flow features based on the field investigations.
3.1. Groundwater Table

GW table driven by artificial recharge and the fluctuating surface water level in the
near-bank aquifer was measured at the observation point (the coordinates of observation
point is x = 30 m, z = 60 m) in different scenarios, as shown in Figure 4. Figure 4a shows
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Thus, a sinusoidal fluctuating surface water level [16,46,47] was applied to the boundary
AF as the forcing condition in the model, which is shown as below.
h(t)= h MSL + Asin(ωt)

(3)

where h(t) is the variable surface water level (L) at time t (T); hMSL is the mean surface
water level (L); A and ω are the amplitude (L) and frequency (T−1 ) of the fluctuating water
level, respectively.
2.3. Scenarios Definition
Three scenarios (S1, S2, S3) were conducted to investigate the effects of surface water
level fluctuations on the performance of a near-bank MAR. The periods and the amplitude
of the fluctuating surface water level were justified according to the variation of surface
water level at Zhangjiashan hydrometric station. The amplitude of the fluctuating surface
water level (A in Equation (3)) varied from 1 to 5m, and the period (2π/ω) varied from 4 to
40 d in S1 and S2, respectively. Only one complete cycle of fluctuations was investigated
in this study. The fluctuations of surface water can be divided into two stages, in which
the first stage is the surface water level increasing, first to the peak level, then recovering
to the average level, and the second stage is the surface water level decreasing first to the
trough level and then recovering. Additional simulations were conducted to examine the
extent to which the penetration depth of surface water altered the system’s response to
fluctuating surface water level conditions in S3, in which the penetration depth of surface
water into the aquifer (PDs) was set to 40, 50, 60 and 100 m, respectively. For all simulations
performed, the single cycle fluctuating surface water level was applied at the boundary AF,
representing the surface water, after the numerical model was initially run to a steady state
condition. The numerical model was then run with a stable surface water level (the mean
surface water level was 70 m for all simulations) until it returned to a steady state condition.
3. Results
3.1. Groundwater Table
GW table driven by artificial recharge and the fluctuating surface water level in the
near-bank aquifer was measured at the observation point (the coordinates of observation
point is x = 30 m, z = 60 m) in different scenarios, as shown in Figure 4. Figure 4a shows
that the GW table fluctuation in the near-bank aquifer driven by injection is asymmetrical
with a larger oscillation above the stable GW table, but smaller below the stable GW table.
Expectedly, the recovery of the GW table requires more time than the recovery of the
surface water level, and longer periods of surface water level fluctuation lead to a larger
oscillation of the GW table, in which the oscillation of surface water level is same. For
example, when the fluctuation period was set as 40 d, the amplitude of the GW table at
the observation point was 1.43 m above the stable GW table (H = 69.6 m in this scenario)
but was much smaller (0.78 m) below that (Figure 4a). It takes over 80 days to recover the
groundwater table. As expected, injections in the near-bank aquifer led to an increased
GW table. Specifically, Figure 4b shows increased periods of surface water fluctuations
leading to smaller increments of peak values in the GW table at observation point H, but
larger increments of trough values. The variation law of the peak and trough values of
the GW table with the period of surface water level fluctuations could be fitted well by
power functions (∆H = αTδ(T) , where δ(T) and α are the coefficients) as shown in Figure 4b.
Figure 4c shows that increasing surface water penetration depth leads to a decrease in not
only the peak values but also the trough values of the GW table. The trend lines of ∆H
(increment values of GW table induced by injection) to PDs (penetration depth of surface
water) could be fitted by power law relationships (Figure 4c, ∆H = αPDδ(PD) , where δ(PD)
and α are the coefficients). Furthermore, the effect of the amplitude of the fluctuating
surface water level (A) has also been considered in this study, as shown in Figure 4d. The
results show the increment of GW table peak values decreases significantly with an increase
of the amplitude of the fluctuating surface water level, but the increment of GW table
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4c shows that increasing surface water penetration depth leads to a decrease in not only
the peak values but also the trough values of the GW table. The trend lines of ∆H (increment values of GW table induced by injection) to PDs (penetration depth of surface water)
could be fitted by power law relationships (Figure 4c, ∆H = αPDδ(PD), where δ(PD) and α
are the coefficients). Furthermore, the effect of the amplitude of the fluctuating surface
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If δ is taken as a measure of the effects of different influence factors on water table in
this study, the asymmetrical response of GW table to surface water level fluctuations can be
quantified. For example, the increment of the GW table trough values increased with the
period of the surface water level fluctuation and the increase exponent was 0.0129, but for
peak values it was −0.025. The same asymmetrical response of the GW table to the change
of A can also be seen in Figure 4d, in which the decay exponent of the increment of GW
table peak values could be 0.045, but was only 0.0117 for increments of the GW table trough
values. On the contrary, the response of ∆H to the depth that the surface water penetrates
to the aquifer seems symmetrical for the decay exponent of the peak values, and the values
are almost equivalent (δ(PD) for peak values (−0.594) and for trough values (−0.613).
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3.2. Artificially Recharged Water Lens
An artificially recharged water lens was formed in artificially recharged areas due
to artificially-induced recharge to the lens. Groundwater ages were taken as a natural
tracer to visualize the variation of the artificially recharged water lens driven by the
fluctuating surface water level in the artificially recharged near-bank aquifer, when the
period of surface water fluctuation was set at 20 d and the amplitude was set at A = 5 m
(Figure 5). The fringes when maximum groundwater age was 1 day were taken as an
example to visualize the artificially recharged water lens. As the surface water level
increased, the artificially recharged water lens gradually contracted vertically and extended
downward along the regional groundwater flow direction, as compared in Figure 5a,b.
This vertical contraction and downward extension continued even when the surface water
level recovered after a fluctuation above the average water level, due to the delay in the
response of GW table, as shown in Figure 5c. However, the vertical contraction of the lower
interface of the ambient groundwater and artificially recharged water is inconspicuous at
this time (t = 10 d). From Figure 5d, it can be seen that the artificially recharged water lens
extends upward, but contracted downward gradually in response to the decrease in the
surface water level, which is more obvious in Figure 5e when the fluctuations of the surface
water level had recovered. Furthermore, the artificially recharged water lens contracted
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the yellow nodes in Figure 6). The particles were released at the beginning of the fluctuation of the surface water level, when the flow field was in a steady condition after a long
time running from the initial condition. For comparison, the modeling results of particle
tracking for the condition with a steady surface water level (HMSL = 70 m, A = 0 m) were
also recorded and are shown in Figure 6a. In addition, the modeling results with a fluctu-
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in the yellow nodes in Figure 6). The particles were released at the beginning of the
fluctuation of the surface water level, when the flow field was in a steady condition after
a long time running from the initial condition. For comparison, the modeling results of
particle tracking for the condition with a steady surface water level (HMSL = 70 m, A = 0 m)
were also recorded and are shown in Figure 6a. In addition, the modeling results with
a fluctuating surface level (HMSL = 70 m, A = 5 m, T = 20 d) are shown in Figure 6b.
Figure 6 shows that surface water level fluctuations alter the flow paths of the ambient
groundwater and the artificially recharged water significantly. The mixing zone of the
ambient groundwater and the artificially recharged water where the flow paths of the
ambient groundwater and artificially recharged water cross each other spatially, as induced
by the surface water level fluctuations, could be seen in Figure 6b. It should be noted that
the cross of the flow paths of the ambient groundwater and the artificially recharged water
only occurred spatially, not temporally. That is, the ambient groundwater and artificially
recharged water do not flow through the same locations at the same time. Furthermore,
Figure 6 also shows that surface water level fluctuations could accelerate the travel times
of ambient groundwater significantly but show limited influence on the travel times
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periods of surface water level fluctuations led to an increase in average travel times which
could be fitted by a right half branch of a parabola and the R2 could be 0.92, indicating a
good performance of the parabola in forecasting the variation law of travel times affected
by the change of period of surface water level fluctuations. On the contrary, increasing PD
10 of 16
(the depth of river penetration within the aquifer) and A (the amplitude of surface water
level fluctuations) would accelerate the artificial water flow and reduce the travel time,
which could be fitted by the power functions.
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3.4. Discharge of the Near-Bank Aquifer
Discharge of the near-bank aquifer was measured at these nodes along the upward
boundary (AF). It should be noted that the upward boundary, representing the surface
water with fluctuating water level, could be a discharge boundary when the surface water
level drops below the groundwater table which is raised by injection. In contrast with the
response of the GW table, Figure 8a,c,d show a significant slow discharge response of the
near-bank aquifer to surface water level fluctuations, which are delayed with the increasing
period of fluctuations (Figure 8a). The fluctuations of near-bank aquifers discharge with
times that are totally different with the variation of surface water level, which at first only
increase, and then decrease without an increase process after the decrease. Furthermore,
according to the results in Figure 8a,b, the longer period of the surface water level fluctuations leads to a smaller peak discharge, which follows a power function. For example,
the discharge could be 468 m3 d−1 when the period of surface water level fluctuation is
set at 4 d, but only 277 m3 d−1 when the period is 40 d. The discharge induced by surface
water level fluctuation increases significantly with the increase of the depth that the surface
water penetrates into the aquifer, as, for example, when the discharge of 314 m3 d−1 when
the penetration depth of surface water is 40 m in Figure 8c,d, which could be as much
as 918 m3 d−1 when the surface water completely penetrates the aquifer. Moreover, the
amplitude of the surface water level fluctuations can also lead to an almost linear increase
in the discharge of the near-bank aquifer (Figure 8e,f).
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4. Discussion
This work examined the influence of fluctuating surface water level on the performance of MAR in a near bank aquifer, which has been largely unexplored so far. In the
studied sandy aquifer, previous regional-scale works [14–17] highlighted that surface water fluctuations may still affect water tables on timescales of hundreds of hours, which has
implication on MAR performance. MARs are often conducted in near-bank areas, taking
advantage of the low cost associated with the nearby availability of water for artificial
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4. Discussion
This work examined the influence of fluctuating surface water level on the performance
of MAR in a near bank aquifer, which has been largely unexplored so far. In the studied sandy
aquifer, previous regional-scale works [14–17] highlighted that surface water fluctuations may
still affect water tables on timescales of hundreds of hours, which has implication on MAR
performance. MARs are often conducted in near-bank areas, taking advantage of the low cost
associated with the nearby availability of water for artificial recharge, in order to enhance
groundwater quantity and reduce seawater intrusion and so on. Here, a numerical model
based on a field analog was applied to examine the performance of a MAR subjected to the
influence of surface water level fluctuations in a near-bank aquifer. This work assumed a
sinusoidal surface water level across a variety of spatial and temporal scales, as a simplification
of a complex natural surface water level series, which provided useful insights on the response
time and patterns of near-bank aquifers subject to MAR.
Our results showed that the groundwater table is asymmetrical, with a quick rising
phase and a slow falling phase consistent with the results reported by Xin et al. [17] and
Gerecht et al. [42]. Our numerical simulations showed the same fluctuation amplitude of
surface water above and below the average surface water levels leads to an asymmetrically
fluctuating groundwater table with larger oscillation above the average groundwater table,
but smaller oscillation below it. Because it directly reflects groundwater storage variations,
changes in the table elevation are an effective indicator of the performance of MAR. Our
results showed that longer period and higher amplitude of surface water level fluctuations
lead to larger increments of water table trough values, but smaller increments of peak
values, indicating a good performance of MAR because more attention is always paid to
the water table trough values. Meanwhile, the limited increment of water table peak values
induced by the longer period and higher oscillation of the surface water level fluctuations
in the artificially recharged aquifer bears lower risk of the secondary salinization of soil in
the near-bank region. The greater depth the surface water penetrates to the aquifer, the
smaller the increment of water table peak and trough values, which is not conducive to the
performance of MAR. Thus, a MAR is more efficient in near-bank regions where there is a
longer period and a higher oscillation of surface water level fluctuation; and the depth to
which the surface water penetrates to the aquifer should be smaller.
Near-bank injections can be used to enhance groundwater recharge, but doing so
limits the bank filtration processes, which is known to in aid the removal of natural organic
matter, pathogenic microbes, and various pollutants from the surface water [48]. Therefore,
near-bank injections may lead to a change of groundwater quality because of the differences
in the hydro-chemical composition between the surface water and the groundwater. In
addition, chemical loading rates have been shown to be strongly controlled by groundwater
flow paths and geochemical conditions [28], particularly in arid and semi-arid areas.
The alteration of groundwater flow paths by a MAR can lead to changes in the hydrogeochemical characteristics and geochemical processes within specific aquifers [49–51].
For these reasons, groundwater flow paths and the variations of the artificially recharged
water lens should be considered before the applications of near-bank injections. Our results
show that a fluctuating surface water level led to a thinner artificially recharged water lens
which was mainly controlled by dynamic groundwater processes similar to the variation
of the upper saline plume formed by wave-driven recirculation shown by Xin et al. [31],
and this was despite not considering variable fluid density in our study. Furthermore,
similar to the results shown by Xin et al. [31], the mixing zones of ambient groundwater
and artificially recharged water occurred when the fluctuating boundary representing the
surface water was applied to the near-bank aquifer, indicating the geochemical conditions
may be altered in these zones. Thus, particular attention should be paid to these zones
during the operation of near-bank MAR projects.
The travel time of artificially recharged water from the recharge to the discharge areas
determines the rate of many processes occurring in aquifers [52,53]. Shorter travel time
might indicate that artificially recharged water has a limit time to improve quality through
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filtration by a passing aquifer, but longer travel times may reduce the recovery of artificially
recharged water. Our results show that longer periods of surface water level fluctuations
led to slight increases in the travel times of artificially recharged water, but sharp decreases
with the increase of A and PD. This suggests that variations of A and PD are key parameters
when considering the operating issues associated with travel times.
Unexpectedly, the fluctuating surface water level curve with a single peak and a single
trough led to a single peak discharge curve. This could be attributed to the response of
dynamic groundwater pressure fluctuations that is related to the distance to the surface
water-groundwater interface. The surface water level fluctuations would be smoothed
with the increase of the distance to the bank due to soil damping [17]. Furthermore, the
asymmetrical response of the water table, with a larger oscillation above the average water
table and a smaller oscillation below that, is another factor leading to the single peak
discharge curve. In addition, the upward boundary of the near-bank aquifer can become a
discharge boundary when the surface water level fluctuates below the average water level,
which can also lead to a single peak discharge curve.
5. Conclusions
MARs are often conducted in near-river regions to enhance groundwater resources, or
in near-shore areas to reduce sea water intrusion, where the influences induced by surface
water level fluctuations are poorly understood. Based on site investigations in Jinghe river
basin, a conceptual model and a corresponding numerical model were conducted to bridge
this knowledge gap.
The results of this study indicate an asymmetrical response to surface water level
fluctuations of groundwater tables driven by injection. This phenomenon does not just
refer to the quick rising groundwater table and slow recovery phase, but includes the
asymmetrical amplitudes below and above the stable groundwater table. The response of
groundwater table increments values induced by injection to surface water level fluctuation
could all be fitted by power functions. That is, the increment of groundwater table peak
values decreases with the increase to the period and amplitude of surface water level
fluctuation, while the increment of groundwater table trough values increases. Furthermore, the increasing depth to which the surface water penetrates into the aquifer causes
smaller incremental changes to groundwater tables induced by injection. In addition, the
fluctuating surface water level leads to a thinner artificially recharge water lens.
Mixed zones where the flow paths of ambient groundwater and artificially recharged
water cross through the same locations at similar times could be found when the temporally
varying surface water level is applied to the artificially recharged near-bank aquifer. The
travel times of artificially recharged water increases with an increasing surface water level
fluctuation duration, but decrease with an increasing amplitude of fluctuation and the
penetration depth of the surface water. The peak discharge flux of the artificially recharged
aquifer increases with the increase of the duration and amplitude of fluctuation and the
penetration depth of surface water.
Furthermore, because of this study is mainly focused on the numerical simulations,
future work using sandbox conditions representative of unstable surface water fluctuations
and supported with much more field data should be conducted to widen, and/or challenge,
the findings from this research.
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